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About J-MONEY and J-MONEY Online
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“J-MONEY,” originally launched in 1986 as the “Japanese Edition of 
Euromoney” and changed to its current name in 2011, has covered the 
Japanese financial industry for more than 35 years. 

In 2020, the website “J-MONEY Online” debuted as an online platform for 
timely distributing highly unique and newsworthy information that cannot wait 
to be published in the quarterly J-MONEY magazine. 

J-MONEY and J-MONEY Online 
for institutional investors and 
financial professionals



Distribution
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Asset Managers 7%
Banks 23%
Insurance 2%
Securities 2%

(Education, Pension Consultant,
Government etc.)

Major Listed
35%Companies

(CEO, CFO, Corporate Planning)

Total

8,452
(J-MONEY October 2022 issue)

J-MONEY is exclusively sent to readers elaborately 
selected from a list of corporate executives ×An overwhelming majority of J-MONEY readers work 

at pension funds and financial institutions

J-MONEY’s readership consists mainly of institutional investors

Pension Funds    
20%

Financial Institutions  
44%

Others  1%



Readers Profile
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■ Readers’ comments
• A pension fund executive: J-MONEY is always useful and 

informative for us as we need to keep thinking how we should 
manage assets while coping with the ongoing COVID crisis and 
a possibly post-COVID change in society. It isn’t easy for small 
pension funds like ours to select right types of alternative assets 
instead of relying too much on equities. I particularly want to 
read articles about portfolio management strategies in each 
issue rather than in a one-off anniversary issue.

• A pension fund executive: OUTLOOK articles contributed by 
highly acclaimed specialists with expertise in macroeconomics, 
equities, FX, etc. in each issue give me a lot of insights.

• A pension fund executive:  J-MONEY’s recent feature about the 
Pension Fund Association (PFA) was very useful to know how it 
manages assets. Of late, the Government Pension Investment 
Fund (GPIF) have applied active management strategies.
I’d like to learn more from J-MONEY about the way public and
quasi-public funds manage assets.

Source：Questionnaires of J-MONEY in October 2021（excerpts）
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Source：Readership survey in autumn 2018

Many J-MONEY readers are active in fund management, 
foreign exchange and treasury operations



Publication Timetable
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Quarterly Publication

Issues Publication date Advertisement 
application deadline

Advertising material
deadline

January 2023 Friday, Jan. 6 Friday, Nov. 18 
2022

Friday, Dec. 9 
2022

April 2023 Friday, Apr. 7 Tuesday, Feb. 21 Tuesday, Mar. 14

July 2023 Friday, Jul. 7 Friday, May. 26 Friday, Jun. 16

October 2023 Friday, Oct. 6 Friday, Aug. 25 Friday, Sep. 15

＊Schedule is subject to change



J-MONEY: Upcoming Special Features (tentatively planned)
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Issues Special features Main points

January 2023

Interest Rate/FX Chaos 
Exacerbated by a Spike in 

Geopolitical Risks
Where Will Markets Go in 2023? 

Explore Stable Assets 

The year 2022 was marred by the multi waves of COVID-19, 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, global (ex-Japan) jumps in interest 
rates, the USD’s fastest rise in history, among others. How will 
market environments in 2023 evolve? J-MONEY analyses the 
potential 2023 direction of markets and look into assets that stay 
stable even when markets are unstable.

Investing in the Ever-growing 
Private Market

How to manage assets amid 
“economy-sensitive market 

inversion” 

The private market’s expansion continues unabated with its size 
poised to surpass JPY 10 trillion. Can’t the charm of private 
assets fade even when there is an inversion to the economy-
sensitive market trend? J-MONEY asks market participants’ views. 

April 2023

Asset Management Environment 
Unsettled by Global Interest Rate 

Hikes
Solutions for institutional 

investors’ asset management 
activity 

History-making steep interest rate hikes in the UK cause a chain 
of gilt sell-offs, threatening to trigger the collapse of the country’s 
pension ecosystem. J-MONEY figures out what asset 
management activity institutional investors should pursue in an 
investment environment that now is increasingly unfavorable 
owing to fast-rising interest rates.

Broadening Multi-Asset Class 
Choices

What are the key points in 
selecting right products?

The outstanding value of the multi-asset class is on the increase 
against the backdrop of its popularity among institutional investors 
with limitations to liquidity management, among others, as a path 
for better asset allocation. The rise in its popularity leads to the 
introduction of a variety of multi assets. J-MONEY asks well-
versed market watchers how institutional investors choose multi-
assets that meet investors’ targets and requirements. 

Please note that our planned special features are subject to change, depending on prevailing market conditions.

Special features focusing on the latest developments in the pension 
fund management, capital and foreign exchange markets



J-MONEY: Upcoming Special Features (tentatively planned)
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Issues Special features Main points

July 2023

Transition Bonds Enhance 
Their Presence

The horizon of ESG-sensitive 
investment is widening

Despite stopping short of fulfilling the green bond issuance 
criteria, transition bonds are increasing their presence as the 
source of proceeds to finance projects aimed at facilitating the 
transition to a low-carbon economy. In the United States, ESG-
complying financial institutions are under attack. As such, the 
political divide over ESG investment is deepening. Where is 
ESG investment management headed? J-MONEY examines 
the potential future of transition bonds. 

New Trends in ETFs
Institutional investors are 

increasing their prominence in 
the corporate bond ETF 

segment 

The ETF (exchange traded fund) market keeps growing 
especially in the United States. What drives the expansion is 
the presence of corporate bond ETFs. Institutional investors in 
particular are accelerating ETF investment, looking forward to 
seeing improved liquidity and asset allocation effects. Growth of 
the ESG ETF segment is also noteworthy. J-MONEY sorts out 
what are in a budding stage in the ETF market.

October 2023

What is the latest on 
investment consulting 

services?
Can OCIOs be here to stay in 

Japan as well?

Institutional investors entrust their investments to asset 
managers, while they still select investment targets and 
determine asset allocations on their own. In the West, 
outsourced chief investment officers (OCIOs) are gathering 
attention as a growing number of investors let OCIOs make 
strategic or tactic selections of products for investment, among 
others. J-MONEY covers the latest on the presence of OCIOs 
in Japan, including the latest trends in the Japanese market. 

Are Real Assets Really Useful 
for Investors?

Take a close look at the efficacy 
of real assets

Real asserts or tangible (physical) assets such as real estate 
and infrastructure are in the limelight not only as yield assets 
but also inflation-resistant investments. Do those real assets 
have a really reliable investment efficiency? J-MONEY hears 
from experts well-versed in institutional investor behaviors and 
the investment consulting profession about the real state of real 
assets.

Please note that our planned special features are subject to change, depending on prevailing market conditions.



J-MONEY Online: Readership date
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Monthly
UU

,000

J-MONEY’s website was renewed in May 2020
as a membership site. The J-MONEY Online 
membership is steadily increasing.

Monthly UU
（Unique user）

Monthly PV
（Page view）

J-MONEY Online is Here☟

https://j-money.jp/

25,000PV

8,000UU
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Change in J-MONEY Online membership
(*As of October 1, 2022)

Current Membership
2,000＋



J-MONEY Advertising Rates
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■ Rates per placement (excluding tax) Discounts apply if you sign up for an annual placement.

One-time placement 4 times 8 times 16 times

Cover 2 ¥910,000 ¥864,500 ¥820,000 ¥770,000
Cover 2 spreads (2 pages) ¥1,610,000 ¥1,530,000 ¥1,450,000 ¥1,370,500
Cover 3 ¥840,000 ¥800,000 ¥760,000 ¥710,000
Cover  4 ¥1,050,000 ¥1,000,000 ¥950,000 ¥890,000
1 page ¥700,000 ¥670,000 ¥630,000 ¥600,000
1 page (B/W) ¥560,000 ¥530,000 ¥500,000 ¥480,000
Half page ¥420,000 ¥400,000 ¥380,000 ¥360,000
Advertorial advertising (2 pages) ¥1,400,000 ー ー ー

1 Page：210×286mm

■ Manuscript production guidelines

Half Page：186×120mm

210mm

286m
m

286m
m

210mm

292m
m

216mm

Finish 
dimensions

Bleeds and 
Safe Area

120m
m

186mm

3mm 3mm

3m
m

l Please outline all fonts.
l Mandatory items such as logos, company names, and 

photographs, should be kept at least 10 mm inside the 
finished dimensions.

l Please prepare a 3 mm coating on each side.
l Enclose the half page with a cage or use a picture, 

photo, etc. to fill the size.
l Please prepare a PDF of the output sample along with 

the submitted data.



J-MONEY Online Advertising Rates
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■ Advertising posting rates (excluding tax) 
3 months 1 month Restricted frame Size

Billboard ¥1,000,000 ¥400,000 1 frame / 3 companies rotation 970 × 250 pixels

Double Rectangle ¥750,000 ¥300,000
1 frame / 3 companies rotation

300 × 600 pixels

1st Rectangle ¥500,000 ¥200,000 300 × 250 pixels

2nd Rectangle ¥400,000 ¥150,000 1 frame / 3 companies rotation 300 × 250 pixels

Infeed ¥350,000 ¥150,000 Position rotation
600×337 pixels (Submission size）

(Title) up to 24 characters (Not include company name)
On smartphones, the left and right of the image will be slightly cut

Ad above article ¥1,000,000 ¥400,000 1 frame / 3 companies rotation 728× 90 pixels（PC）
320× 50 pixels（Smartphone）

Text ad ¥250,000 ¥100,000 3 frame / 5 companies rotation Up to 25 characters
■File Format

File Format Size

Still image JPEG, PNG, GIF Unlimited（There are cases in which it is resized.）

Movie HTML5, GIF Please ask us for details

l Content other than advertisements is also included in the rotation on the billboard.
l Only billboards can display video ads.
l [PR] and credits will be inserted at the beginning of Text ad.
l Text ad requires your company or product names.
l When an ad uses the white color in the background and its edge touches the outer frame, the whole of the outer frame 

must be encircled by a solid line to clearly indicate where the banner and the site are separated. No transparent ad 
(transparent color) acceptable.

l The deadline for the submission of each banner is 4 business days before the release date.



J-MONEY Online:  Web Ad Placement Position
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Billboard
970×250px

Infeed
600×337px
（Submission size）

1st
Rectangle

300×250px

2nd
Rectangle

300×250px

【Top page】

Ad above article 728×90px

1st
Rectangle

300×250px

【Article page】

Text ad
up to 25 characters

（3 companies will be displayed simultaneously）

2nd
Rectangle

300×250px



J-MONEY Online: Tie up Advertisement
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Tie up Advertisement for J-MONEY Online

J-MONEY reporters will create an easy-to-understand tie-up article page about your products and services, 

setting up an optimal banner on the top page to smoothly navigate visitors to the tie-up article page.

Billboard

Infeed

1st
Rectangle

2nd
Rectangle

【Top page】 【Tie up page】

Amount: ¥1,200,000（Posted for 4 months）



Seminar
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■ Multi-sponsored or single-sponsored seminars will be held for 
readers of J-MONEY.

■ Participants are representatives responsible for asset 
management at pension funds, banks, insurance companies and 
other financial institutions and educational institutions as well as 
corporate treasurers at major listed companies. 

■ J-MONEY contributors, interviewees and other leading experts 
who are active in the financial and economic circles will give 
lectures.

■ Seminars can be held either exclusively online or simultaneously 
in real space and online.

■ J-MONEY runs articles about each event, enabling those who are 
unable to attend it to know key points of the lecture(s) given in it.

J-MONEY Forums / Conferences for 
institutional investors

Example (an online seminar with multiple sponsors)
Sponsorship fee: ¥1,000,000 (tax excluded)
Note: Sponsorship fees vary, depending on seminar scale and needs and sponsor types.

For details, please contact our Marketing Representative.



Contact
Edit, Inc. Sales Department
〒162-0805 126 Yaraicho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo NITTO Building 4F

TEL：03-5225-6811

FAX：03-5225-6812

E-mail：sales@j-money.jp


